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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

EVENING,

..,.

NUMBER 277

JANUARY 23, T907

White Amdulance Calls Made Anywhere Night ot Davi Prices Reasonable
wa3 trying the springs of the guns
almost completed, when one of them
"went off." Some person unknown
had placed a shotgun shell In one of
the guns while Mr. Pitts was out,
and it was the charge from this shell
that passed through his hand. The
wonder is that the charge did not
strike his body. Several shot did
strike his body, but his clothing stopped their force. The fingers will be
saved, but the second joint will alCOME TO ways be stiff.
LOSS OF LIFE AND LIMB IN RAIL-

WRECK AND

WILL FIGHT

EXPLOSION

NEW COUNTY
CARLSBAD f CITIZENS
JOIN FORCES WITH ROSWELL.

PROPOSE

AN

They have .been working in the western states nearly nine years. They
have also done service in the Army
in New Foundland and British Columbia. The staff captain was a butcher by trade previous to becoming an
officer in the Army. He likes the ap
pearance of Roswell and is glad that
he .was sent here, having come to do
his best for the welfare of the town's
people. He extends a hearty invita
tionto all to attend the services ev
ery night in the new citadel.
HOUSE VIOLATES THE

BIG ROW IN
LEGISLATURE

ROAD AND MINE ACCIDENTS.

T. J. Lacy and daughter left this
morning for Mangum, L T., In response to a telegram summoning them
s
to the bedside of Mrs. Noble, Mr.
Will Ask the Commercial Club at a
daughter, who is critically ill.
Meeting Tonight to Form a Union
For Mutual Protection in the MatMrs. A. E. Gilkeson
arrived last
ter of Dividing the Counties of the night
Kan.,
Wichita,
from
for a visit
Pecos Valley.
with her son, J. E. Gilkeson, landlord of the Gilkeson Hotel.
La-cy'-

Otto Baumer

returned last night

from a month's business trip to
The city of Carlsbad Is up in arms points in Texas. Contrary to expectaagainst the proposed new county of tions, he returned alone.
a
Artesia, and has sent a committee
H.
Col.
I.
Mrs. Walter W.
Elliott,
from its commercial club to the Ros-we-ll Elliott and little son came up from
Commercial
Club meeting to- Dexter this morning.

night. The members arrived this morning, and are C. H. McLenathen, M.
S. Groves and A. N. Pratt. They were
accompanied here by Thos. M. Waller
who represents the
of Lakewood,
commercial club and citizens of Lake-woowho are 'said to be a unit against the new county idea.
These gentlemen will meet with the
Roswell Commercial Club tonight.
As spokesman for the committee,
Mr. McLenathen this morning said:
"Carlsbad is against the new county
or county division In any form. We
see that Roswell, through its newspapers. Commercial
Club and citizens, has announced that it stands
against county division, and what
we want is to get together on this
question and fight for our joint interests- What we want, more specifically, is to form an alliance with Roswell that will stand against any kind
of county division in the Pecos Valley during the present legislature,
whether the territory is to be taken
from Chaves, Eddy or Roosevelt
county, any one of them, any two of
tiem or all three of them. That is
the kind of a proposition we will
make to the Roswell Commercial Club
tonight

Mrs. J. P. Dyer came up from

Ar-

tesia this morning to see her brother,
Andy Robertson.
a
Capt. John W. Poe departed today
on a business trip to points in the

d,

Panhandle country.

Dr. and Mrs. J. O. Hamilton left
this morning for their ranch near
Urton.
Mrs. ,J. E. Ferguson and sister,
Miss Bettie Tannehill, left this morning for Corpus Christi, Tex., where
they will remain some time for the

health of the former.

o

Feature "No Wedding
jestic tonight.

Bells"

Ma-

Invention Hath No

Than

Nobler Aim

to Lighten

AN IMPORTANT MEETING.

Wom-

an's Labor.
A good Carpet Sweeper is
something no good house!

wife should be

have the best

without. We

at only

,

Elks Install Two New Officers.
At the regular meeting of the Elks
last night Fred Miller was Installed
as secretary and O. P. Beldleman was
Installed . as Esteemed Loyal Knight.
Otto Baumer, former secretary, resigned, and Mr. Miller was elected
to his place. Mr. Beldleman was elected Esteemed Loyal Knight to fill the
.place of Mr. Miller who resigned. The
work was done by James F. Hinkle
as Grand Evalted Ruler.
8hot in the Hand.
the South Main street
machinist was shot In the left band
and had two fingers riddled yesterday
s
afternoon.
engaged In making
a dozen- - wolf guns," traps by which
wolves shoot themselves when they
try to take the bait Mr. Pitta went
out of the shop, and upon his return

3

R. K. Goodland, a detective in the
government service with headquarters at Denver, came in on the auto
yesterday to look after the recent
case of passing bogus money discovTRAIN IS DITCHED ered by the Roswell police. It will be COUNTY DIVISION KILLED
For Rent.
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres In alremembered that a Mexican was arfalfa, 12 acres in good bearing orchrested for passing a souvenir coin
ard, 55 to 60 acres more In cultivafor a ten dollar gold piece at the Star
Bakery. He is now out on bond.
tion. Ditch water. House and farming
implements.
Rents for part of crop.
Valley
Pecos
Delegation
Already
is
Death, Nevada, the Scene of a South& BELL.
See
CARLTON
Wielding
buggy
Influence,
Its
today
S.
P.
in
and
Talk
Johnson
left
the
a
ern Pacific Tragedy. Twenty Min
for Engle, Sierra county, on the Rio of a New County is Losing Ground.
ers Killed at Primero, Colorado.
Grande, on a mining deal, expecting Important Bills Introduced.
Notice.
Improvement in Flood Condition.
Meeting of Joe Wheeler Chapter of
to foe gone about a month. He was
U. D. C, 3:30 Friday afternoon at
accompanied by B. Gaastra, who went
Mrs. Divers' residence, 512 N. Mo.
for the pleasure of the trip. Mr. Gaasave. All parties having bills against
tra was formerly employed in a bank
Society, please send to the secat
several
Dallas
been
said
here
and
has
Special
to the Daily Record.
Ogden, U., Jan. 23.
The west month's for his health.
retary, Mrs. B. F. Harlow, at once.
Santa Fe, N. M. Jan. 23. This mor- Signed by President of U. D. C. 77t2
bound express on the Southern PaJ. X. Dunn came in on the auto to- ning the Territorial Council passed
cific was ditched at Death, Nev., 149
o
a resolution against the withdrawal NEW
YORK
COFFEE CO'S
miles west of 'here, shortly before 11 day from Torrance, where he had
from entry of lands in Saa .Juan
been looking after wool business.
o'clock last night. The entire train
county.
FAnOUS COFFEE
of eight cars was hurled from the
Miera introduced a bill changing
track and turned completely over. A
BREAKFAST BELL
the jury law.
number of passengers were injured,
Martinez, of Taos,
introduced a
AT
but the railroad officials claim not
bill giving the county commissioners
seriously.
power to fill all vacancies in county
The accident is supposed
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
to have been caused by a defective
offices. This bill is aimed at Goverr
or brake-beanor Hagerman, but it is a proper one,
Later information is that S.
and will probably be signed by the
residence unknown, was killed
Governor if passed.
and 25 passengers injured, four of
The house did nothing at the mornthem seriously.
ing session, but took a recess until
Explosion in Colorado Mine.
two o'clock this afternoon.
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 23. An explo- BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESS
The house has administered the
WANT MORE MONEY.
sion" in the main entry of the Coloraoath to 80 employees, violating the
do Fuel and Iron Company's coal
caucus agreement, and a big row is
mine at Primero this morning, it is
on over it.
reported killed twenty miners and
The house committees will be anmaybe more. ' 'T'he explosion is supnounced this evening,
the Council
posed to have been caused by a
committees probably in the morning. REPORTERS
FIGHT POLICE FOR
ONE MORE MESSAGE
"windy shot." The body of Frank
Even thus early in the session the
ADMITTANCE.
timberman, has been recovered.
Pecos Valley representation is wieldThere is great excitement at Primeing considerable influence. IT IS
ro. A private message says there
PROBABLE THAT ALL COUNTY
were sixteen men in the mine at the
WILL
time of the explosion. How many The President Sends a Message to DIVISION PROPOSITIONS
were killed is not known. Primero is Congress
FOR ADMITTANCE
Action That BE KILLED.
Favoring
twenty miles west of Trinidad, and Will Encourage Big Steamer Lines
all means of communication are conNotice of Sheriff's Sale.
to South' America and the Orient.
By virtue and authority of a spetrolled by tie Fuel Company, which
Leasing the Public Domain.
will not allow the news of the accicial execution issued from the office
dent to be sent except to its offices.
of the Clerk of the District Court in
Improvement in Flood Situation.
and for Chaves county, New Mexico, Two Hundred Writers Want to Witness Trial, but Space Forbids. Dis
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 23. There was
and to me directed, wherein the Westrict Attorney Asks a Decidedly Una decided improvement of the flood
tern Grocery Company is plaintiff
Washington, Jan. 23. The senate and John Silman is defendant, being usual Question.
situation today, the river beginning
voted
down by 17 to 56 an amendment Number 859 on the docket of said
to fall soon after midnight
limiting the proposed salary increase Court, I have levied upon and seized
to the vice president, speaker of the the following described real estate
WANTED!
house and members of the cabinet. situated in Chaves county, New MexA man to trim a small orchard The senate
concurred in the house ico, and charge'd with the lien of an
New York, Jan. 23. Scenes apin town. Apply at Record Of- salary increase provision by a vote attachment in said cause and judg- proaching absolute disorder attended
77-tf
of 53 to 21. This insures the inclu- ment therein dated March 28, 1906, the opening of the trial of. Harry K.
fice.
sion of the amendment in the legis- for $66.35 for debt and damages and Thaw today on the charge of murderTHE JOINT BALLOT ON
lative appropriation bill.
$32.15 for costs and $3.00
interest ing Stanford White. Most of the
ELECTION OF BAILEY.
The President today sent a mes- tbereon to the date of sale, said pro- clashes were between reporters and
Austin, Tex., Jan. 23. .The legisla- sage to congress urging the desira- perty described as follows:
police. There were 200 newspaper
ture in joint session today formally bility of legislation to help American
The north half of Lot 1. Block 9 men and a policeman for each. Only
Joseph W. Bailey United shipping and trade by encouraging Alameda Heights Addition to the Ci- about fifty newspaper writers were
States senator. Bailey received 108 the building and running of lines of ty of Roswell, in the County and Ter- - finally admitted, the remainder ' of
votes of 147 cast in the joint session. large and swift steamers to South
the space in the court room being re
The election took place in the pres- America and the Orient.
served for the 200 talesmen sum
ence of a large assembly, many of
The house today began consideramoned upon the special jury panel.
whom came from remote parts of the tion of the pension appropriation bill.
The defendant's wife and mother, and
state. The occupants of the galleries
Leasing the Public Domain.
her daughters, the Countess of YarDenver, Colo., Jan. 23. At the sesreceived the announcement of Baimouth and Mrs. George Lauder Carley's election with prolonged applause sion of the American National Live
negie, were in the court room when
Stock Association today, Gifford
the proceedings began before Justice
ABSOLUTE SECRECY
the government forester, who
Fitzgerald.
MAINTAINED IN LONDON. brought from President Roosevelt a
When the roll of the Jury panel
London, Jan. 23. The government message to the convention
announcwas called there were several absen- ...
here 'has heard from Governor S wet ing that "Government control of the
tees. The court fined each of them
tenham, of Jamaica, concerning the public ranges is one of the fixed poli$100. District Attorney Jerome, after
incident involving the withdrawal of cies of the administration," addresssubjecting the first talesman to rigid
the American war ships from King ed the convention on the proposition
examination,
said: "There la a
ston, .but "absolute secresy is main of leasing " the public domain for
unwritten law. Would you altalned at the Colonial office regard grazing purposes. The discussion of
low such a law to enter into your
ing the matter. It is understood that this proposition consumed the rest
Judgment?" Counsel for Thaw objecthe correspondence will be published of the morning session.
ted to the question, and Justice Fitzsome time in the blue book.
gerald said the witness had already
year
Rippy.
Nine
old
replied that as to points of law he
Oriental.
'
New Salvation Army Officers.
would he guided by the court.
: Staff Captain and Mrs. Ayre, the
Deming B. Smith, a retired umbrelU. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
new officers in charge of the local
manufacturer, was accepted as the
la
corps of the Salvation Army, who
(Local Report.)
first
juror in the case.
came recently from Phoenix, A. T.,
Roswell, N. M- - Jan. 23. Tempera,
min-mean,
local
44.
engaged
tn
actively
now
ture.
are
26;
the
Max, 63;
Four quart granite Stew and''"""
Precipitation, 00; wind N., velocity
work. Some of the points in their hisPans, 10 cts. Buggy whips 1
tory will be of Interest to the people 4 miles; weather clear.
Racks, 10c Makin'a Bargains.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
of Roswell. The staff captain is an
Englishman by birth. Mrs. Ayre Is a
Fair tonight and Thursday; staH. M. Thompson returned this nv
nlng to hra home In Kentucky, after
Canadian. They were both converted tionary temperature.
M. WRIGHT,
a visit with his boyhood chum, M.
in the Army in Canada 25 years ago,
To-morr- ow
Official In Charga.
and have been officers for 17 years.
B. Carton.

FAVOR AN

"

INCREASE

brake-hange-

Hos-kin-

DISORDER

s,

IN

COURT ROOM

"

Ho-bar- t,

K. C. Dye Works.
Will do your cleaning and pressing, 123 West 2nd St.
74tf

&

An important meeting will
be held at the rooms of the
Commercial Club Wednesday
night at 7:30. This meeting is
called to discuss the proposi- tion to divide Chaves and Ed- dy counties and form a new
county wira Artesia as the
county seat. It Is believed that
the sentiment of the taxpay- ers In the valley is overwhelm- ing In condemnation of any
such
proposition, and
the
meeting is for the purpose of
taking some concerted action.
A good attendance is neces-sary. and will undoubtedly be
had, as every taxpayer is vl-.tally Interested in any move
which threatens to raise our
already high tax rate.

ritory aforesaid, and I will on the
25th day of February, A. D., 1907,
at 11 o'clock a. m. at the door of the
court house in said county and territory, sell at public auction for casb
in hand to the highest bidder, the
property above described, to satisfy

said execution and costs.
CHARLES L. BALLARD,
Sheriff
of Chaves County, New
Mexico.
By GUY H. HERBERT, Deputy,
CAUCUS
(wed.
t5)
AGREEMENT ON EMPLOYEES.
Notice.
The Book Club will not meet this
week, on account of sickness. It has
been postponed until another date.

Charles DeFreest is confined to his
room in the Oklahoma Block, with
a dislocated hip, sustained while running to reach the land office before
closing time. He will probably be
WHOLE
laid up two or three days.

ALLIANCE

Phone 75

$3.25
Always something good for
you and tomorrow we offer
you special values on our
entire Rug stock especially on Ingrain and Wool Art
Squares. Especially note
in size 9x9 feet at $6.75.
9x7 feet at $5.50. Other
sizes in same proportional
price. .'

W. W Pitts,

GO

He-wa-

THE LEADERS

Pin-cho- t,

-

.

d

;

LAUGH!
LAUGH!!
LAUGH!!!
Pont fail to look
for this picture

COUNTY DIVI8ION
AND NEW BRIDGES.
From Carlsbad Argus. '

ROSVELL DAILY RECORD
'
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DEMOCRATIC

THE

C.

RECORl

PJJBUSHINQ

. MA83Nt

GfcO. A.

.

.

f

POLITICS,

JN

v

Ca

Skill

Mnsr,
;

BiiinM

PUCKETT,

Editor

In compounding your prescriptions we use the purest of drugs and at all
times exercise the utmost

Sintered M17 1, 103, at Roawetl,
N6v.vMdco. under ta Act of CXm- -

freu of March

Of

TERM$.

OaUpr- -

Pr.

S, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION.
9 .13
.60

Yteefcv

Dally,.
Month
PaW In Advance
Daily, Six Mentha,
Dairy, On Year,

care in complying, with

.50

the--doctor-

's

instructions. He

3J

always feels safe when we
do your work.

6X0

(Daily, Except Sunday)
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.

Payton Drag, Book

&

A'l advertleementa to Insure inser
Stationery Co.
tion in the aaiwe day's Issue of The
Record - should be in the printers'
hands before eleven o'clock .In the
morning. Orders for taking out any
standing ad. should also be in the of- - a resolution indorsing
President
ee by eleven o'clock to prevent its Roosevelt's action in dismissing the
day.
oeing run
negro soldiers at Brownsville. Anoth
er proof that the solution of the negro
problem lies in getting them to
Hagerman
Certainly, Dexter and
along the lines taught by the
work
nave nothing to gahi by going into a
great
industrial school of Tuskegee,
new county with Artesia as the coun
It is the idle negro who is a menace.
ty seat.
A dispatch from the Record's
New Mexico should be the last to
correspondent at Santa Fe, reBailey
sending
criticise Texas for
ceived
late for publication yesback to Washington. Just think of terday, too
states
that members of the
Andrews,
legislature and leading citizens from
all parts of the Territory who heard
The Governor gives the
message read express- Bureau" due credit for having the Governor's
opinion
toe
that Mr. Hagerman has
been & good thine In its time but
strnegthened
greatly
himself by the
like the Almanac it is out of date.
presentation of an able state docu
ment. The message contains many
A little man brags of his bravery
of the greatest int
recommendations
after the danger Is past. The man erest to
people,
and Is well
all
tie
to
who is really brave doesn't need
reading.
worth
careful
brag. His friends do It for him. Mav
erick.
"The great test is coming. Can the
party reform itself? If
Republican
We met . one man today who ad
Hagerman
can have his
Governor
mltted tnat he was working against way,
may be able to establish mahe
county
own
on
town
division
his
the
proposition cutting off his nose to ny reform's in tie Territory, but he
has two months of strenuous life be
8 pit bis face.
fore him if he even attempts anything
that looks like reform. He will have
The Record notes as further evi the Democrats with him in all things
dence that Governor Hagerman is for the benefit of the people, ibut in
no mere dreamer, that he recom- the opinion of the Advertiser he will
mends high license as the most prac have great difficulty in getting any
ticable means of controlling the sa- respectable number of his own party
loon evil.
to rally to his support. The Democrats are always for reform, and will
Like President Roosevelt, the gov- be there all the time. Albuquerque
ernor of New Mexico has the mem Advertiser.
bers of ills own party against him
and the Democrats for him on all
FOR THOSE WHO RUN.
reforms that would be really benefiThe message of Governor Hagerman
cial to the people.
makes the following recommendations: better assessment laws proIndirectly, Governor, Hagerman rec- viding for more equal taxation; re
ommends that Col. Max Frost, of the duction of county salaries; consolida
Santa Fe New Mexican be abolished tion of public institutions; opposes a
In other wordisv-thGovernor would constitutional convention at the excut off the Territorial printing graft pense of the Territory; favors aboland abolish the Immigration Bureau ishing the office of Territorial print
er, and abolishment of the "Bureau of
Hagerman
not
be Immigration; favors the passage: of
does
Governor
lieve that the Territorial educational laws regulating the shipping of live
institutions should be compelled to stock by railroads; recommends in
take in washing for support. Neither crease of salaries for mounted police;
should they .waste time in preparato asks that the election laws be re
ry work that should be finished, in vised; recommends a law prohibiting
gambling, and the limitation of the
the district schools.
retail liquor traffic by high license;
' Governor Hagerman may have had suggests the need of 'better divorce
in mind the valuable work of the laws and the codification and anno
Roswell Commercial Club when he tation of all Territorial statutes.
These and other matters are dis
suggested that in progressive towns
local organizations were doing more cussed in detail. Better stop and
effective work hi attracting immigra- read It all.
tion than the Bureau of which the
For Sale.
last . year's Almanac is the official
bargain:
Special
Five acres one- organ.
fourth mile from court house, good
house, alfalfa, water right.: tf
Part of the Roswell fight against
CARLTON & BELL.
county division is in the interest of
o
Hagerman.. There is a very warm
you
Figure
B.
F.
with
feeling here for the people of Hager want, buggy painting. Smith when
175. 7tf
Phone
man. We realize that Hagerman one
day will become the most prosperous - P. V. A N. E. TIME TABLE.
community in Chaves county
(Railroad .Time.)
Roswell, and do not wish to Northbound, arrive
. 10:10 a. m.
see her made a sideshow to the circus Northbound, depart, . . . . 10:25 a. m.
of Artesia real estate men.
Southbound, arrive, ...... 4:50 p. m.
Southbound,, depart,
6:00 p.m.
Senator Blackburn, of Kentucky,
M. D. BURNS, ? Agent.
says: "The South wlll have to face
an investigation of the race question
Cedar Brook, i formerly Wf H. Mc- at some time rn the not distant fu- Brayer. Oriental, v.
69tf
ture. We would Just as Boon have it
forced toy Republicans, who were
trying to impeach their President because the Democrats, are sustaining
him in his constitutional right as for :
any other reason."
AT- r.

.

.

e

In the last issue of the. Artesia Advocate Its editor attempts to show
the Argus and the Lake wood Progress
the grievous Injustice these two pa
pers are doing the ambitions town
which wants, without regard to the
wishes of the balance of the county,
a new bridge, county division, the
seat of government for said new
county In short,, wants to gobble
everything in sight and some that
are not; and also wants the people
of the whole county to help pay for
Its ambitious longings. Vain 'hope;
the people of Eddy county will nev
er gratify that desire. In due time,
the new bridge will be given the
north end of the county; as also will
be the one needed in the south end.
but not until after the county com
missioners have investigated the mat
ter and located the spot for building.
It may be barely possible that the
bridge in the north end of the county
will not be as near Artesia as the
real estate boomers and politicians
of that little town would desire; some
of the other towns may have some
thing to say.
Along this line It may ibe said that
every town between Carlsbad and
Hagerman has been promised a new
bridge by the new county boomers,
if they would support the new coun
ty scheme with Artesia as the coun
ty seat; and also be it said, to the
credit of these other towns, that the
said promise was laughed at.
You will get your bridge in the
north end of the county, but the di
vision of Eddy county will not go
along with it.

post-offic- e

.

Resolved, That these resolutions
be printed in the Baptist Workman,
the Daily Record and the RegisterTribune; also that a copy be mailed
to the postmaster.
ALINE GELDERT,
NEIL T. SHEARMAN,
HARVEY VAN CLEVE,
CHAS. L. HARRINGTON,

Committee
To Property Owners:
We have several cash ' customers
for good residence property, vacant
residence lots, and vacant business
property. If you .have anything you
want to sell, call at our office and
give us a description of your property. Our past record is proof that
we can sell it.
CARLTON & BELL.
Opposite Postoffice.

Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
59tf
Oriental.

Mc-Braye-

We have all kinds of bargains in
city pioperty of all kinds. See us be
fore you buy. Carlton & Bell.

.

.

;

.

out-Blde- bt

:

-

--

CAN D Y,

-

KIPUINGS;;

'

The street naa it that Dexter has
refused to - help Peraasco, Lake
and the 'Plains against county
division, for the reason that any cut
will Snirt Hagerman.- If this is a faet,
it is the basest ingratitude and the
people, should rrise up in their might
matter.
and forever settle
We understands that while the contract, has been let. the Commissioners
can cnange the location.
Ar-t&-

.

-

e

I ;

.

v

.

-

your

:

Speaking for the - 50,000 negroes
wnich comprise its membership, the
grand council of the National Industrial Association of America adopted

-

,

-

the-bridg-

Why nqt try. one of our
rentier fl boxes of fine
Candy? We are sure you
will be "pleased and that
you will say it is the .best.
Men take a box home with
you at night, it will please
50-

More buyers than I have houses.
My list is short of small cottages ranging in prices from
$800 to $1500. If you have
any thing in this line list it with
me for quick sale.

R.

H.

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
is the most complete
wagons and
line that has ever been shown in
and
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

Agent.

McCUNE.

W. P. Lewis Hardware

icon Nfiii

Co

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORNEY-AT-LA"

W

Special attention given

to

Corporation,
Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty
Over

::::::

First NQt'i Bonk, Roswell,

New

522SSBSSSyBlsfiBSB332sSS& I

fPeeos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

lexico

J.

Reid

up-to-da- te

M. Hervey.

Wholesale

Hervey

&

Phone 175.

The largest and most
stock of LUMBER,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

r

W. C. Reld.

--

LAWYERS

Estimates

Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 5a 1

&

Retail.

Furnished.

Classified
FOR
FOR ' SALE.
Skill man.
FOR SALE:

"Ads.

ft

SALE.
Land scrip.

W. G.
42tf

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

For Sale Cheap

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Dr. A; Anderson

800 Large Wethers. 2300 Yearling Lamds. 3000
Bred Ewes.
3000 Merino Ewes, good, $5.00 per head. 1800
I,ambs and AVethers, good, $ 3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well $35 per acre.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2000 young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 200 young

SPECIALIST

STOflACH

INTESTINES

AND

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

R.
-

E. LUND
LAWYER

trees. Artesian well and tank.
flood G room house, with out buildings. Price $38
within city limits.

Specialty "lining Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Violets

and

Candy., Store-- j

:

&

Enquire J, B. Bailey's Office.

Res. Phone 422

Office Phone 237.

Jk

J. H. Hamilton

Oklahoma Block.

Carnations

At

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

Kemp Lumber Co

GROCERIES HAV AND
GRAIN

E. B. STONE

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

Lumber

Robins' Commercial School

MOTTO:

i,

Good gentle horse, Oood as the BEST, BETTER than the
guaranteed to work anywhere. R. rest. Personal, Private Instruction
McCune,
74tl0 in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
; H.
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Scotch collie pups Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
from .registered stock. Half mile
eight
house, 6 lots, niee
room,,
An
Academy.
Military
Ad
northeast
dress F. H. Patrick, R. F. D. 66. tf shade trees, good sidewalks, close In
and conveniently loefttjed, Goodi arteFOR RENT.
sian well, $5,500.
Two rooms. Inquire
FOR RENT:
Nice new five room house-- , 100 feet
at T. C. Market.
74t3
southeast front, sidewalk. A good barFOR RENT:
Five furnished or un- - gain at 2,200.
.
, furnished rooms, 200 E. 8th St.
"
bargain
spendid
A
in 16 acres of
. 72t6
'
and 2nd
unimproved
land,
Railroad
FOR RENT:
Two desirable unfur- court
from
Two
blocks
front.
Street
nished rooms, first floor front, 106
easy
oa
cash,
balance
5 S. Ky. ave.
75tf house. $1,000
Room occupied by terms at low interest.
FOR RENT:
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
Lee & Hampton, after Feb. 1st.
74tf ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
H. P. Hobson.
FOR RENT:
Furnished room, close alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
in. All modern conveniences. Phone acres yielded a net income last year,
147. Residence 102 S. Pa. ave. 76tf 1906, of more tnaa 15 per cent. Near
town, spendid location.
WANTED
i
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
right
Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
Party to work - for good land.
WANTED:
house,
land fenced. Valued at
board and room at 106 S. Kentucky $37.50 per acre.
it
100 head me
HORSES WANTED:
CARLTON & BELL.
dium size, suitable for farm work, 303 N. Main street.
"
some broken, some unbroken. Ap
Old Indian River RyB. Oriental.
72t6
ply at Smith's Stable.

0

The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stock.

160 ACRE
Hondo

WaterRight

Land. You Make
The Price.

.

;

wife.

Kiplincs

EtJCQDES)?

Resolutions.

Whereas, We, the Young People's
Union of the First Baptist Church
of Roswell, believe that the Sunday
hours of opening in our local
should be changed so as not
to interfere with the morning serv
ices, be it
Resolved, That the postmaster be
requested, If it is possible for him
to do so, to change the hour of open
ing from 11 o'clock a. m. to some
time in the afternoon, and be it

;

--

HAVE

I

"

k

CliiL"M

Bell

303 NOR TH ilAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
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per cent of the yearly collection.
is manifestly unwise to create new comprehended; it eliminates bribery
One of the very greatest blessamong
Secour
buying
vote
been
we
as
done
to
extent
counties
and
is
I would also recommend that
and
note
ings that
has sometime
a large
tion 3 of said Chapter 106 be amend- - before there is a sufficient population can harm no one who desires an honnative people engaged in
ed as follows: By striking out the or enough property to properly sup-- est election. It has been urged that
for their livelihood. These
Bids for the sale and delivery of u0 cords of Cottonwood
words, after the word "or !n the fif- - port them. The results Jn such cases New Mexico is not yet ready for the
men are now paying their legitiTjOffg at the Plaster Mills, of "Acme Cement Plaster Comth line, "four dollars per one thou- - are grievous, often resulting in a Australian BaJlot Law. To take this mate debts, building homes and
pany," at Acme, Chaves Count v. New Mexico, will be resending their children to the
sand dollarfor any amount less than great degree of lawlessness and disor-- position is to say that we are not
ceived up to January 31st, 1907, addressed "Acme Ceschools, and doing their work so
thousand dollars," and insert in der, which might have (been avoided dy for honesty in our elections," for
ment
Plaster Company," P. O. Box 595, Roswell, N. M.
Logs must not exceed 24 inches nor be
.lieu thereof the words "two dollars if the counties .had not been prema- - there can be no other valid reason that it is a credit . to them and
than 22 inches
to the community, thus by elimand fifty cents per one thousand turely created. The burden of taxa- - for such a statement. We have art n
in length, nor over 24 inches in diameter nor less than 12
amount less than tion on the Individual taxpayer ia telligent people, who are particularly
inating licensed gambling have
and for any
inches, must not be peeled or barked and must be sound
proven themselves a better and
three hundred thousand dollars and greatly Increased as two sets of coun-- apt in political matter, m which they
and free from knots. Two (2) lengths of logs to make
more than one hundred thousand dol- - ty officers. . two
urthouses and two take a great and commendable pride , nobler people."
one standard cord-widtThe first ten (10) cords to be
delivered within ten days after acceptance of bid and nolars, and for amounts less than one Jails, must be maintained where one and interest and I venture the asser-- "We certainly hope that now this
tice thereof deposited in the postoftice at Roswell at adiuindred thousand dollars and more set would have been sufficient-- The tion that the percentage of illegally community is rid of licensed gamb
dress given and the balance of the fifty cords to be delivthan fifty thousand dollars the rate zeal of the people who desire their cast ballots under the Australian bal- - ling, that it will never again be thrust
ered within ninety (90) day thereafter, (ash paid on
per one thousand shall not exceed the home towns to become county seats lot Law would be as small in New upon us."
completion of contract.
Sum of three dollars, and. for amounts should not. blind them to the burdens Mexico as in any State or Territory One of the largest banks In Ros
well Informed me that they attribute
less than fifteen thousand dollars, the they are imposing upon themselves by of the Union.
per- cent of the inrate per one thousand shall not ex-- hasty action without due care and con
I respectfully recommend for your fully twenty-fiv- e
i
sys
deposits.
slderaitjon.
this,
crease
adoption
sum
since July
in their
ceed the
of three dollars and
of
consideration the
'fifty cents."
Election .Laws.
tem for the .Territory of New Mexico. 1st, last, to the .abolition of licensed
Disqualification of Witnesses.
Pos toff ice Box 595. Roswell. New Mexico.
gajaibling.. The number of depositors
Law.
The enactment of .new election laws
I recommend that Chapter LVII. of Is. a most urgent, necessity. Without .With the. exseptiontof the proprie-- sad r amount of deposits in all the
the Session Laws of 1901 be repealed, just election laws, honorably and fair tors of saloons and gambling jbouses banks have greatly Increased..
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wakened up to their privileges.
Militia.
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While the force of the

National

Guard of the Territory is in number
not great, the officers and men d
miles long and 100 miles wide, and serve much credit for the way in
has In it about sixty districts, yet the which they handled themselves both
superintendent's salary is only $400. at the practice encampment which

Thus the superintendent receives $7
per district, to reach which he must
travel long distances at considerable
expense. Much the same comparison
may be made with McKlnley county,
which has but four schools outside
the corporation of Gallup; yet the
superintendent receives the same salary as that of Rio Arriba county.
The present system of examining
and certificating of teachers is neith
er entirely satisfactory nor efficient.
The Boards of examiners are rarely
sufficiently familiar with modern edu
cational conditions and methods to
judicially pass upon the qualifications
of teachers. As there are twenty-fiv- e
suoh boards there can hafdly fail to
standards for mark
be twenty-fiv- e
ing the answers to the same questions
Statistics show that these examina
tions have cost during the past year
a little over $2,000. Conditions In New
Mexico differ so widely

that it is im

possible to frame legislation with suf
ficient elasticity to properly meet all
those different conditions. In some of
the states, this- whole matter of exam
ralng teachers is given into the bands
of either the State Board of Education
or a Board of Examiners created es
pecially for this purpose.
I recommend that the powers and
duties of the Territorial Board of Ed
ucation and the Superintendent of
Public Instruction be enlarged, and
this matter be entrusted to them. By
doing so It may be more satisfactorily
done, and at least 60 per cent of the
expense will be saved.
It is a well recognized principle that
a free democratic people must be educated. It is well for us, humiliating
though it may 'be, to know just where
New Mexico stands in intelligence.
According to the reports of the United
States Commissioner of Education for
1900, New Mexico stood 47th in a col
umn of 50 for Illiteracy. The per cent
illiterate population above ten
"of
years of age in New Mexico was 32.2
whilse the average of the whole United States was about 10 per cent of the
entire population. It is gratifying to
state, however, that between 1S90 and
1900 the per eentage of illiteracy decreased from 44.5 to 32.2 Therehaa
and .5 to 32.2
creased from forty-fou- r
per cent and has doubtless decreased
since 1900. In a commonwealth every
citizen is "directly Interested la the
education of every other. To have un
lversal education the rich must help
the poor, the strong the weak. In
is collected in
some states a state-taproportion to the assessed valuation,
and distributed in proportion to the
school enumeration. In Indiana, for in
stance a tax of 11c on the $100 is
and d'stributed i.? this manner.
A letter Just eceived from the state
Superinif'-idfcnof Public Instruction
gives the following concre:e examples
of taxes paid In and received in re
turn. These statistics are taken from
his late January apportionment:
Henry County paid in Treasury
and received in return 9,712.56.
Marlon County, paid into Treasury,
$95,936.52 and received in return
-

x

as-c3o- .l

--

t

$11,-690.8-

0

$79,-910.9- 5.

Montgomery County pa'd Into Treas
ury $14,123.64 and received in return,
$11,793.21.

Warren County pail int Treasury
$6,250.69 and received In return

6.

Clay County paid into Treasury,
and received in return, $15,405.-39- .
$7,-702.-

Crawford County paid Into Treasury $1,565.33 and received in return,
$6,001.71.

Dubois County paid into Treasury,
and received In return

$3,885.06

1.

Perry County paid into Treasury $2,
and received In return,

180.72

1.

These are examples only.

Thus

the strong helps the weak, the rich
the poor and the whole people be.

Before there can be
even an approximate uniformity of
education in New Mexico, something
of the same principle must be resortcome educated.-.

ed to.
Experience shows that the best sys
tern of raising money for edncir'onal
purposes is a judicious combination
of State and National aid with local
taxation. This territorial appropriation might be made on condition that
It be reasonably supplemented by local levies. Our laws providing for
special levies are amply sufficient, if
the people will use them. But, only
a comparatively small portion of the
country districts avail themselves of
this privilege. Ia short, local taxation
for school purposes Is very small But
some people do not know the value
of education. Those that do. cannot
afford that these," their neighbors and
fellow citizens remain Ignorant. Therefore, as a matter of self protection,
tbey must help to set the Ignorant

took place with the members of the
National Guard of other States and
troops of the Regular Army at Austin
Texas, In August last, and at the rifle
competition at Seagirt in September.
Members of our militia were deserv
by the United
ingly complimented
States officers on both of these occasions.

It is In spite of many handicaps
that the Territorial Militia is kept
p to a state of efficiency in time of

peace, and much credit is due to the
efficient supervision of Adjutant General Tarklngton. The War Depart-

ment at Washington is taking increas
ing interest in the military organizations of the States and Territories,
and the amount appropriated by the
Federal Government for New Mexico
has been Increased during the past
year.
This appropriation, however
can be used only for certain specific
purposes, and in order to continue the
recepit of it it is necessary that our
militia pass rigid annual Inspections.
One of the gravest drawbacks
against the maintenance of our military organization is the lack of armories. I therefore join in the recommendation of the Adjutant General
that the appropriation . for armory
rents be increased, also that a reason
able appropriation be made enabling
him to employ clerical assistance for
part of the year.
Slight increases In these two respects would result In greatly increas
ing the efficiency of our militia.
Irrigation Laws.
The last legislature passed a very
comprehensive law creating the office
of Territorial Irrigation Engineer and
to promote - irrigation
development.
In many respects the law was a good
one, but from the experience of the
past two years it has in general proven too extensive to be properly carried out in New Mexico. Its general
provisions as to water rights, approetc.,
priation and eminent domain,
are satisfactory. The provisions as
to the duties of the engineer would
be useful if the duties defined were
carried out. The law further pro
vides for dividing the Territory, Into
water divisions, and for the appointment of an irrigation commissioner

from each division, which commission

er with the engineer shall constitute
a board of control. These commission
rs are given a great many specific
duties which, if fulfilled, would nec
essitate that each one of thera should
be an irrigation engineer of experience
and also that they should give their
full time to the duties of the office.
Such men catnot be obtained and
therefore that part of the law, in re
gard to the board of control has, ae
cording to the opinion of its members
themselves, proven futile and almost
entirely barren of results. The meet
ings of the board as provided by law
incur an unnecessary expense to the
Territory.
The most useful work that can be
done by the Territorial Irrigation En
gineer is to obtain and compile full
and accurate statistics in regard to
the flow of streams and Irrigation pos
sibilities of the Territory, for the pur
pose of encouraging the construction
by private capital, or otherwise, of ir
rigation enterprises, which will inure
to the benefit of the Territory. The
law provides for such work, but very
little has been done. Much of the
future prosperity of the Territory depends upon the work done within her
boundaries by the National Reclama
tion Service.
Already several very
Important projects have been inaugurated by that" service, and it Is rea
sonable to expect that others will be
Their investigations result not only
In the building of projects by the Fed
oral Government, but in the encourage
ment of private corporations to ibuild
them.
I have received intimations from
the Engineer in charge of the Reclamation Service,' that- he would be
willing to
with the terri
torial authorities in hydrographic
work and in investigations of mat
ters pertaining to Irrigation. In a nu
mber of western States they have already arranged a satisfactory form
of
with the State Engineer. In such
the Federal Government generally contributes
one-haof the expenses and the State
or Territorial Government the remain
der. frequently by utilizing suitable
appropriations made for State engineering operations. In this way, by
having a systematic organization, and
by following methods of work developed through years of experience, be
able to produce results of value to
the State or Territory and to the Gov
ernment with the highest economy.
The Reclamation Service indicates
that It would be practical for them to
aid In greatly increasing the value of
investigation of water resources of
New Mexico, and obtain facts of vital
.

.

-

-

te

lf

Importance to the Government and
.
the Territory In tbi manner.
I deem it highly desirable that' this
between the territorial
government and the National Reclamation Service be (brought about. In
order to bring It about with the best
economy our law should be changed
in certain respects to conform more
fully with the law suggested by the
Reclamation Service, which is in many respects similar to the act passed
.
by thelast legislature.
1 recommend
that all that part of
our law relating to the Board of Control be repealed and that our efforts at
present a least, be confined" to the operations of the Irrigation Engineer
himself, on such lines as will bring
about the desired
with
the Federal Government.
Artesian Wells.
The law providing for the inspection
of Artesian Wells and the creation of
artesian districts passed by the last
legislature, has proven a very wise
and useful one. The constitutionality
of part of the law was questioned, but
was confirmed by the Court. One dis-

trict comprised

Chaves,

Eddy

and

counties was created an-- i
an inspector appointed. There are
no wells in Roosevelt county. The
artesian district in Chaves and Eddy
counties is aibout 60 miles long and
10 miles wide - and comprises about
600 square miles.
There are now 301 wells In Chaves
Roosevelt

county and 166 in Eddy county. Care
ful quarterly inspections made of the
wells in both counties show considerable variance in the pressure at different times of year, dependent appar
ently, in s'ome degree at least, on the
amount of water used. The change
in pressure varies in different parts
of the district but the result of the
observations for the past two years
undoubtedly shows a somewhat de-

creased flow throughout the district,
slight in some places and more pronounced in others. Whether this decrease will continue is not certain.
If it does, the suggestions made that
action should be taken to limit the
number of wells drilled should be considered.
Various minor changes should
be
made in the law to make its enforceVery great
ment more effective.
good has resulted in the law in forcing the capping of uncapped wells and
preventing waste.
Superintendent of Insurance.
The law creating the department
of Superintendent of Insurance became effective on March 9, 1905, and
has proven a source of considerable

additional revenue to the Territory.
Since its creation up to November 30.
1906 the sums received by the office
have amounted to $34,073.59.
It has also proven effective in fore
ing a proper supervision on the class
of companies doing business in the
Territory.
-

Coal Oil Inspection.

With thoroughly efficient inspection
which it is possible, although difficult, to obtain under the provisions
of the coal oil inspection law passed
by the last legislature, the quality of
coal oil and gasoline sold in the Territory can undoubtedly be kept up to
a higher standard than would be the
case if such a law did not exist and
were not enforced.
It is undoubtedly
true that the general quality of both
coal oil and gasoline now sold in the
Territory is considerably superior to
that in use a year ago. This is due
to the fact that a more thorough in
spection, under the provisions of the
act, was inaugurated in May, 1906.
The Territory was divided into four
teen districts and a resident deputy
inspector was appointed In each district. A specific set of rules and
for the guidance of depu
ty inspectors was drawn up and each
was furnished with a full set of testing
instruments. Most of these deputies
have conscientiously carried out their
instructions and carried on careful in
spection. A good many shipments of
oil have been condemned, resulting
almost invariably in no more such
shipments to the points where such
condemnation took place. A relaxation
in the vigilance of the deputies natur
ally results hi the shipment of oil of
less good quality into districts under
their charge.
The Oil companies are quick to re
spond If they understand that the law
is to be enforced because the fire
y
test imposed by the law while
high to insure a fairly good
quality of oil to the consumer, it not
high enough to impose any hardship
on the manufacturers. If, however, the
inspectors sometimes relax their vigi
lance, the companies never do.
The usefulness of the law depends
entirely, as is the case with most
laws, upon the manner in which It Is
enforced. With good deputies proper
ly and carefully supervised the law
Is a good one, otherwise, it is a "bad
one, because it would sometimes re
sult hi putting an official territorial
quarantine on a dangerous product.
Should the law continue on cur stat
ute books, various minor amendments
should be made to it.
The Coal Oil- - Inspector reports that
during the year 1906 there were In
-

reg-nation- s

sufic-lentl-

spected. 744,140.8 gallons of coal oil,
and 243,857 gallons of gasoline. Of
this 720,111.9 gallons of coal oil, and
239,087 gallons of gasoline were shipped "into the Territory by the Continental Oil Company.
Mounted Police.

The organization of a force of Territorial Mounted Police by the last
legislature has proven to be a wise
measure and one which has resulted
in great good to the people of the
Territory. As shown by the report
of the Captain of the Force the total
cost of the company from April, 1905,
to January 1, 1907, was $22,981.46, or
an average of $1,094.35 per month.
As the Captain remarks in his report,
this would appear at first glance as
a new charge to the taxpayers of the
Territory, when in reality a large portion of this money would have been
paid by the counties to their local
officers had the mounted police not
been in existence. The number of
arrests by the members of the force
has been large which, in itself, shows
great activity. But aside from the
good effects of the organization
In
materially aiding in the enforcement
of the law, the great good which has
ibeen accomplished is in preventing
infringements of the law. This has
resulted not only in a much larger
financial saving to the Territory than
the amount paidout for maintaining
the organization, but what is of much
more importance, in the saving of life
and property and instilling into bad
people of many parts of the Territory,
a greater fear of the law and assuring
to good citizens a greater degree of
safety and confidence.
There are
now very few of the local officers in
various counties who do not welcome the aid of the members of the
force. The latter respond as promptly as possible when they are called
upon by such local officers; but they
do not in any way force their service
unless the exigencies of the case
make it imperative.
I believe a large majority of the peo
pie of the Territory are strongly in
favor not only of seeing the organization continued, but of giving it some
what more power for good. I therefore join in the recommendation of
the Captain of the Mounted Police
that the salaries of the privates may
be slightly increased and that three
more men and a clerk be added to the
force.

Territorial Depositories.

the Compiled Laws
of 1897 provides that only banks with
a paid up capital of $50,000 are enti
tied to become depositories of terri
torial funds, and as the national bank
ing act allows the organization of
national banks with a paid up capi
tal of $25,000, and our territorial laws
provide for the organization of (banks
of discount and deposit with a $30,000
paid up capital and also allow the es
tablishment of savings banks with as
low a paid up capital as $15,000, all
of these banks located in the more
sparsely settled communities of the
Territory, and having small capital,
are laarred, under the said section 255
from making application and quali
As
fying as territorial depositories.
a result the Territory has at all times
more or less funds on hand that do
Section 255 of

not draw interest, for the reason that
we do not have in the Territory a suf
ficient number of larger capitalized
banks to apply for the cash balances
carried on an average in the hands of
our territorial treasurer.
At the present time the treasury
has funds to the amount of about
$90,000 in excess of the applications
of banks of the Territory which are
eligible to become depositories. Dur
ing the years 1907 and 1908, $150,000
of territorial bonds will mature; $50,
000 May 1907, $50,000 November, 1907
and $50,000 May, 1908, after which

time no more territorial bonds will
become due and payable until 1919
and the sinking fund for the redemp
tion of bonded indebtedness will continue to grow until that date, and in
view of this condition I would rec
ommend that section 255 of the Compiled Laws of 1897 be amended as
follows; (by striking out the words
"fifty thousand" in the third line and
inserting In lieu thereof the words
"twenty-fiv- e
thousand". This would
largely increase the number of depositories and would insure that all funds
in the treasury not needed for immed
iate use could draw Interest, and mean
an increased revenue to the territory
of at least $1,500 per year.
I further recommend that an act be
passed making it the duty of the sev
eral Boards of Regents of the several
public institutions to designate one or
more depositories for moneys of such
institutions, which depositories shall
be either a national bank, or a bank
organized under the territorial laws,
and that each such depository shall
give a bond to the Territory in a sum
equal to the probable amount such
depository may have deposited with
it at any one time, and such deposi
tory shall pay interest on monthly average balances as may be agreed upon
by such depository and such boards.
,
Public Lands.
I invite your very close and serious
consideration to the comprehensive re

port of the Commissioner

of Public distributive share to each county
Lands, In which he fully sets forth the proceeds of said reserve shal.
the conditions now existing in regard DKOnortional to Its area therein.
to the lands granted to the Territory the amount of income from thi.
for - the benefit of territorial institu- source will aouDtiess greatly increase v '
tions ' under the Act of Congie.W ' of from year to year, both on account
June 21, 1898. He shows the inconsis of the larger amount of fees received
tencies In the territorial laws relating from the reserves which were estabto the management of these lands and lished when the last year's distribumakes full recommendations for the tion was made, and because of the
amendment of these laws, and for the large acreage of new' reserves which
enactment of new ones, some of which have since been established, I reeom-menit is i absolutely necessary should be
your careful consideration In the
enacted in order to bring our statutes preparation of a law for the disposiinto harmony with rulings which the tion of this income. The total acreDepartment of the Interior has made age of forest reserves in New Mexiduring, the past two years.
co at present is 6,982,406.
This is a matter which naturaHy
Game Laws.
concerns the welfare and future prosConditions in the Territory In reperity of all our public institutions, spect to
the protection of game and
and which it is essential should be fish
somewhat improved in the
have
properly adjusted at this session of past two years,
and many of our game
Many of the lands
the legislature.
are now more numand
animals
birds
selected by the-- Territory under the erous than for some time, but, owing
Act of Congress are rapidly increas- to the
that the Territorial Game
ing in value with the constant influx Wardenfact
not received sufficient
has
of new settlers Into the Territory, and support from the territorial and counevery possible precaution should be ty peace officers
and from the courtj
taken to make our lands produce as and because of defects in our laws,
large an income as possible for the such improvement is by no means
institutions, for the benefit of which what it should be.
they were granted to the Territory.
The passage of a new game law pro
This cannot be done without some ra- viding
for the license system, which
dical changes in the laws.
States
las been adopted in thirty-siForest Reserve Ten Per Cent Fund. is urgently needed. The plan for rais
In the Agricultural Appropriation ing funds for the protection o? game
Act for 1907, approved June 30, 1906, by the sale of licenses, has proven the
found on page 17 of the Act making most successful thus far devised. The
an appropriation for the Department funds derived from this source ar"
of Agriculture, the following provision many States very considerable
is contained:
are usually used directly for they
"That ten percentum of all money tection of game. The protecti-oureceived from each forest reserve dur
wild animals and birds is a '
ing any fiscal year, including the yeaT ter of great importance, and I i '
ending June 30, 1906, shall be pai,d ly recommend that you pass a l'.,
at the end thereof by the Secretary law, which will make it possil
of the Treasury fb the State or Terri- the Game Warden to afford suc'
tory in which said reserve is situated, tection in fact as well as in thi
to be expended as the State or TerriMedical Law.
torial Legislature may prescribe for
The Territorial Board of
the benefit of the public schools and strongly recommends certain ch'"
public roads of the county or counties In
the present law regulating
in whioh the forest reserve is situat- practice of medicine in New Me
ed; Provided, That when any forest A large majority of the States ol
reserve is in more than one State or Union have laws providing that api
Territory or county the distributive cants for license to practice medishare to each from the proceeds of cine must present a diploma from a
said reserve shall be proportioned to reputable medical college and also
ils area therein: And provided fur- pass a satisfactory examination. The
ther, That there shall not be paid to New Mexico law requires only tiiat
any State or Territory for any county
the applicant shall be a graduate of
an amount equal to more than forty one
of the medical colleges lifted by
per centum of the total income of
the Board of Health, and makes no
such country from all others sources." provision for any kind of examination
This provision of the Federal Law a situation which for several reasons
was called to my attention by the Com
'requently results in great injustice
ptroller of the Treasury who decided to
worthy applicants, and also in the
that the provisions contained in said issuance of licenses to some unworthy
Act did not authorize the payment to ones.
In thfsi Territory supplicants
any State or Territory of an amount
practice of law, of dentistry
for
the
greater than 40 per cent of the total
and of pharmacy must submit to exincome from all sources of the coun- amination, ami I heartily concur i:i
ties in which the forest reserves are the recommendation of the Board of
located.
Health that a law be passed making
In order to carry out the provisions it necessary that applicants to pracof the Act I was requested by the tice medicine shall not only have cerFederal Government
to furnish a tificates from reputable medical colstatement showing the total income leges, but also pass examinations satfor the past year, from all sources, isfactory to the board.
of the counties in this Territory in
Uniform Divorce Law.
which reserves are located in whole
The President of the United States
or in part, and upon investigation in
his message to Congress on Janufound the total receipts from all ary 30, 1905, said:
sources for the fiscal year ending
"The institution of marriage is
June 30, 1906, of such counties were course at the very foundation of
as follows :
social organization and all infliit'i
Grant .
$112,526.01 that affect that institution are ot
Lincoln
42,505.73 tal concern to the people of the w'
Mora
. .
39,009.83 country.
There is a widespread
Otero
83,023.67 viction that the divorce laws are
Rio Arriba
50,752.91 gerously lax and indifferently a
Roosevelt,
26,329.38 istered in some or the states, i
Sandoval
22,351.19 ing in a diminishing regard fo
San Miguel
151,188.10 sanctity of marriage relation.
92,941.43 hope is entertained that
Santa Fe, .
Sierra, .
42,284.64 amongst the several States
Socorro
92,979.18 secured to the end that there ma
Taos,
29,784.65 enacted upon the subject of marr
The Federal Government being sat- and divorce uniform laws contaii-jicAisfied that the amount available un- all possible safeguards for the sec ;hurco
der the Act cited above, for the Ter- ty of ihe family."
ritory of New Mexico, did not exceed
And again in his message of 1
40 per cent of the total income of cember 3, 1906, he said:
such counties, the Treasury Depart"At present the wide differences
ment on December 12th last sent me ;n the laws of the different States on
a warrant for $4,672.70, representing this subject result in scandals and
10 per centum of all money collected abuses; and surely there is nothing
from forest reserves located in New so vitally essential to the welfare of
Mexico. This sum was received from the nation; nothing around which the
the said reserves as follows:
nation should so bind itself to throw
every safeguard as the home life of
$2,479.07
Gila.
f
1,520.55
Jemez
the average citizen." .
256.78
Lincoln,
In accordance with the suggestion f
226.72
Pecos River, . .
of the President, Governor Pennypack
Portales, . . .
189.58"
er, of Pennsylvania called a congress
The amount has been
deposited of the various states to meet at Phila
with the Territorial Treasurer with in delphia on November 13, 1906 to draw
structions to hold same pending its up a divorce law to be submitted to ;
proper disposition under the Act of the legislatures of the various States.
Congress by the Territorial Legisla in order to secure as nearly as might i
ture.
be possible, uniform statutes upon the
It therefore becomes the duty of subject of divorce throughout the na- this Legislature to pass a law for the tion. Delegates from over forty stat- - )
disposition of this money, and of all es and Territories were represent2
further sums of money which shall at the Congress including among th
be paid In the future to the territor- number many statesmen and lawv
ial government for the same purpos of prominence.
New Mexicq wa.
es, and I desire especially to call your ry worthily represented by Mr.
attention to that provision of the law cis Tracy Tobln who deserve 00
which says that the legislature may credit from the people of the t t 3T- expend these sums for the benefit of for the part he took in this im
he
the public schools and public roads congress. The Congress after lie
of the county or counties In which the from February 19 to February HIS
reserve is situated. The law also on Novemfber 13 and 14, 1906,
limits the action of the legislature ter careful consideration dry Vfor
ia
:
by providing that when a forest re- uniform law relating to the as 4rserve is In more than one county, the of marriage and divorce, to be
d
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message
to the Legislatur

Gov. Hagerman's

cessive publications there is neces(Continued From Yesterday.)
According to the report there were, sarily much repetition in text and
during the period for which the report illustration.
The Secretary of the Bureau reis made, published and distributed
ports
that during' the past two years
300
by the Secretary of the Bureau
5,000
over
letters have been answered
copies of a book called "Mines and
copby
Many
him.
of these have been
Minerals of New Mexico' 14,000
to
the
"Ho,
sent him by territorial officials who
ies of a booklet entitled
Land of Sunshine," 1,000 booklets en- In case the Bureau did not exist
titled "How I cured myself of con- could doubtless have answered them
sumption in New Mexico," 3,000
impracticable
county pamphlets, 5,000 San selves. It would not be
to toe furn
officers
territorial
all
for
Juan county pamphlets, 2,000 Santa
pamphlets
much
in the
with
ished
Fe county pamphlets, 500 pamphlets nature of the one entitled "Ho, to
on New Mexico mines, and 3,000 copLand of Sunshine," which could
ies, second edition, of the 446 page the bought
be
direct from the publisher,
e
book called "To the Land of
and could be used in answer to gen
eral letters of inquiry.
The book "To the Land of Sunshine"
While I am desirous of giving full
was originally prepared and publishcredit
for the good that may have
ed by Mr. Max Frost and others for
accomplished
by this Bureau,
been
In
World's
Fair
the
distribution at
am
opinion
of
the
that the expense
St. Louis, and cost the Territory
support
of
and
its
maintenance
is not
ManExposition
through the Board of
In
$1,500.00. a proper one for the Territory to
,

Bernalillo

THE RELIABLE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MERCHANTS OF THE PECOS VALLEY

PHONE

164

Joy

Pra it

At this season of the year and our milliner having gone to the eastern market we have reduced our
entire line of millinery consisting of IMPORTED PATTERN HATS, FRAMES AND ALL KINDS OF
MATERIALS at much less than HALF PRICE.

Sun-sin-
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agers the sum of about
cur,
I therefore" recommend that
There was then prepared by the Bu- such and
TheYeiyJVewesLjhings ifi Ah'Jinen- expense
be discontinued and
reau of Immigration another edition
the Bureau be abolished.
of the work which was the same as that
Public Printing.
tL
that used for the Exposition Board
2611 to 2616 of the Com
Sections
pages;
few
a
with the exception of
ai
piled
of 1897 provide for a PubLaws
It is absolutely necessary that we dispose of much of our WINTER
or which there was paid the publish- lic
in,'
by
joint
to
be
elected
the
Printer
er by the Bureau of Immigration
STOCK to make room for the SPRING: GOODS will soon be in.
of
of both houses of the General
about $300.00. During the rast year ballot
nurAssembly.
2612 requires that
In order to do so we offer all our
the new edition mentioned in the all territorialSection
har.
officers
shall give their
Bureport of the Secretary of the
bei
the Public Printer, and
reau was prepared. Towards the ex- printing to
fai:
no
contains
other provision for the
fer.1 penses of the publication of this edi- payment
printing except that
LADIES' SUITS,
of
such
to
according
paid,
tion the Bureau
not
may
exact
the
same
Public
the
Printer
report of the Public Printer, the sum rate as
that charged by the United
of $2,148.16. This book has cost the States
thi
SILK DRESSES
for
similar printing, and for
Territory in one way and another
tt
twenty-fiv- e
more
binding
per
not
than
or more. Many testimonials as
it
cent in excess of that charged by the
to its merits are contained in the reAND SKIRTS
port of the Secretary of the Bureau United States Government for simi
While
work.
lar
section
of
the
this
of Immigration.
nvo!. i onn KAnlos rtf tnp hrknlr wore Act Provides that . all printing shall
SeCtiWa
AT
I?U PfInter'
distributed by Delegate Andrews.and 2615gI?n,rne
inconsistenttherewith,
is
and
letters commending it written by sets
ty
sna be
him. by Senator Penrose and the Hon. j of a11toth
f " county,
territorial,
munic,
and
w t . Hm,it-r innimtoA ir the
ipal officers, who purchase- or conreport.
tract for official printing to procure
The valuable book on Mines and the
same
TerMinerals of New Mexico, by Profes ritory uponto be done within the "best
the
and
lowest
origin
was
Fayette
A.
also
sor
Jones,
possible.
ally compiled, published and paid for terms
ALL LADIES' WRAPS AT
However,
it seems to have been the
by the St. Louis, Exposition Board.
COST.
custom for several years past for
There can Ibe no doubt, as the many most public
act
officials
to
in
accord
testimonials contained in the Secre- ance with
section 2612 and give their
tary's report attest, but that both of
to
the
work
Public Printer appointed
these volumes are interesting and in by the legislature,
or his deputy. The
constructive and that they contain
report of the Public Printer hereto an
inaccurate
valuable
and
siderable
nexed shows that from March 1905,
formation. Pictorially they are attrac to
December 1906, the total amount
On all Men's Suits. In this department we carry only the best makes,
tive, being full of illustrations furn expended
by the Public Printer was
the latest styles and at the lowest prices.
lshed by the New. Mexican Publishing
$16,699.72, between $8,000 and $9,000
Company of Santa Fe.
per year. This amount was divided
Outside of the county bulletins on between twenty-three
offices and
San Juan. Santa Fe and Bernalillo boards,
of
amount
the
total
but
about
counties published and distributed
s
comes under three de
during the last two years, there were partments,
namely "The Territory of
several thousands copies of 61 d bul New Mexico."
The Bureau of Immi
of
the
counties
on
other
various
letins
gration,
and
the
Weather Bureau.
territory distributed during the same
el
Four
thousand
three
hundred ninety
period.
eighty-eigh- t
three
cents
dollars
and
Similar conditions have existed dur- ly. The law has served a good purBureau of Immigration From ' 63 vite your careful attention to the very
of
to
Land
the
"Ho
The booklet
spent
was
by
reports
two
per
the
Immigra
thorough
Bureau
of
cent.
of
boards
these
to
124
ing
the past year in regard to cattle pose, but it would do much for the
Sunshine" has been generally com tion.
report
represent
Sanitary
ran
Sheep
at
of
taken
The
items
These
the
slhipments,
and cattle raisers have cause of education if the legislature
mended by the passenger and adverJCh
would creat a small, competent comIt seems to have been contemplated dom from the report of the Public Board gives a full account of the me- suffered severe losses on account of mission
tising agents of the railroads and by
aci.
to
with the Terricarrying
thods
and
on
business,
of
its
others, and is an excellent publication by the act in question that the terri Printer.
the lack of cars. This is a grave torial Board of Education in making
Pro
of
expenditures
receipts
the
of
purposes.
and
printing
rail
binding
by
be
torial
The
and
should
the
advertisine
If the Public Printer elected
matter which is being thoroly" inves- a complete revision or
of
'7 - for
roads could well afford to buy thous done by the Public Printer himself, Legislature farms out the work to that board, not only for the last two tigated by the Interstate Commerce the existing laws.
ru
years
was
law
enacted
but
the
since
to
pamphlet
inasmuch as the act provides that he others, it is presumably necessary
sands of copies of this
Commission, and before any legislation
the '
In every enterprise, no mattei
increase the business on their lines shall do all such public work prompt that both he and the party who actu- creating it. Since its organization, is passed, thorough examination of
the
nature, the most important
$88,597.96 have- - been received from the hearings of
its
ly
no
Ter
person
and
the
to
whether
other
question
as
receive
reasonable
shall
work
ally
The
make
does
the
on
Commission
wothat
competent
supervision. Wi
is
outgoing
on
incoming
sheep,
fees
payment
and
appropriate
for such printing or work,
ritory Is justled In
profit. There is absolutely no necesthe subject would be advisable. .
in
employes
ten
or one hi
be
there
pay
money
necessary
to
amount
of
printing
sheep,
on
The
sums
greater
of
from
from
profit
tax
be
the
territorial
should
sity that a
considerable
The Cattle Sanitary Board, which
by'
for the compilation and printing of to carry on the business of the Ter- paid by the Territory than by the in- fines and other sources; and $72,898.54 has also been very efficiently managed or one thousand, the proprietor
r
publications of this nature, is one ritory is not great. If the Bureau dividual. Outside of certain large and have been expended for inspector's recommends the amendment of the chiefly anxious that he may get a cusiCAL
Cl
which
merits your serious considera of Immigration expenses were exclud rich States such as Kansas and Cali pay, salaries and other expenses. law governing the sale of estrays, as peient ioreman. 1 nis principle jjst churctf
ti
tion. Since 1890 about $60,000 vias ed and the lowest commercial prices fornia, which have their own print- There is on hand a surplus of
a- the present procedure is so long, cum- plies with great force to the work
In city schools the most
Fifty-twspent
emobtained,
the
probably
not
would
and
appropriated
Inspectors
lor
it
are
been
ing establishments, there are very few
bersome and expensive that few per education.
t
maintenance of this Bureau. Many amount4o more than $3,500 per year. States in the Union at present that do ployed in various parts of the Terri- sons take advantage of it. The board important employe is the superintenthousands of pounds of various kinds It does not seem that this amount of not let their printing contracts to the tory. There has been thorough co- also recommends certain amendments dent. The same is true for a county
of matter have been sent out by the work necessitates the somewhat ela lowest bidder. The detail provisions operation .between the .board and the to the mange law. There is also a with its ten, twenty, or seventy teach
by the under which this is done differs in Bureau of - Animal Industry of the general demand from the stockmen ers. The county superintendent Is
Bureau and large quantities are still borate machinery provided
part
matter
on hand. Much of this
of this law. I cannot see the different States, but the object Department of Agriculture, in
has first
the from all over the Territory that the the most important factor in our
been good, but a great deal of it in why the Territory should be in any to be obtained is the same, that is to fight to eliminate diseases from the hide law be so amended that hide school administration. The most comstandaccurate and exaggergated and not different position in this respect than say, to secure tne best work lor the sheep of the Territory, and the am- buyers shall be forced to mark each petent, from an educational
All parts of the Territory an individual or private business cor lowest possible price. I am of the ount of surplus has been allowed to hide purchased before inspection with point, should be placed in this office.
have not been equally well treated poration. By a careful Investigation opinion that this might easily be done accumulate in order that when the some mark or tag showing from whom The tendency in all the older states
as far as county bulletins are con of the many items contained in the in the case of New Mexico, by the re- Bureau of Animal Industry shall be the hide was purchased. I would re- is to remove this office from politics.
I recommend that suoh legislation
cerned. It would be Impossible with Public Printer's report I find that the peal ofall the sections referred to ready to start a vigorous and final spectfully recommend
such amendout even a far larger appropriation prices charged by him are greatly in above except section 2615, of the Com movement for the eradication of scab-bie- s ment.
be had as will, at the close of the
for the Territory to pay for all the excess of what the same work could piled Laws of 1897. This would be
throughout the Territory, the
The Solicitor of the Department of terms of the present incumbents, sepublications useful hi advertising the have been done for elsewhere and if the most simple way of adjusting this board may have sufficient funds on Agriculture of the General Govern- cure the most competent, regardless
resources of the different rapidly de- awarded by contract to the lowest re matter to the satisfaction of the tax- hand to supply the extra employes ment has also recommended to me, of political affiliation; also legislation
veloping and changing counties of the sponsible bidder, or what it would payers.
which will be necessary to bring all upon my request for his opinion, cer- that will make women eligible to this
have been done for by the same estabTerritory.
If, however, It should not be your the sheep to the dipping plants where tain changes in our Inspection laws, office.
The Boards of Trade of the various lishment that performed the work for desire to adjust the question in this the government supervisors are direct and as it is our greatest interest to
The salaries of county school super
Cities and Towns, the various county the Territory if the printing had been manner I would suggest that the ing the operation of dipping. Assur
In every way with the Bu- intendents should be
At
organization, the land companies, the awarded, under the system of competi present law 'be entirely repealed and ance has been given that this will reau, I recommend that such suggest- present the salary is gauged by the
The- percentage of excess another one enacted In Its place which take place next year.
legal classification of the county. The
railroad companies and all who im- tive bids.
ions be adopted.
mediately profit by such advertising In the prices charged by
amount of tax that a county pays into
will in a feasible way bring, about the
The sheep grower of New Mexico
Education.
pre- Printer for the. work done for the va- desired result, and I would suggest like all other business men who defitted
to
much
are
matter,
better
edu
the
of
cause
territorial treasury is no criterion
with
the
connection
In
m
pare
official
located
public
a
central
than
upon
departments,
rious
it
may
as
pend
transto
over
many
quesbe
things
the
gratifying
the duties and services demandwhat
railroads
for
study
after
cation
that
careful
the
of
lai
at the Capital, where Interest in jthe the same work could have been done tion the laws of New York, and Colo- porting their product, has during the said, ;but it is wise for us to know the ed of a county superintendent. For
publications cannot be the same as for elsewhere, is as : follows:
rado have many excellent provisions past year suffered great financial loss Jexact conditions. Our educational in- instance, Luna County is classed "C"
than
Superintendent of Public Instruc which would be of mucn use in the through inability to secure cars, and terests as they now exist are the cre- and the superintendent receives $900
more intimately concerned In
those
per on
the board suggests' that the territory ation of a comparatively few years. salary per annum. Outside the cordrawing up of such a bill.
sum oi '.Jthe results of the advertising itself. tion From 10 to 168 per cent..
Commissioner of Public Lands
ial legislature, if it has any . .power to Timing this period the school laws poration of Deming, over which the
nore u uu guua reason "wnj iuo
Cattle and Sheep Sanitary Boards.
jgg jB
1 From 62 to 135 per cent.
should ibe subject to a
The raising of Bheep and cattle are pass laws on this subject, should enact of New Mexico have been frequently county superintendent has no jurfsdie
.
rate p
tax for the payment of this
Weather Bureau From 5 to 92 per the two most important industries In legislation either- In the. way of com- f revised and remodeled." In doing this tlon; there are but four schools, thus
t- rltorlal
the Territory. The organization and pelling the railroads to furnish cars they lave become: necessarily bulky ; giving the superintendent' $225 for
"jjfty eg sort of expense, inasmuch as In cent.
Qjrftiost of the progressive counties the Insurance Commissioner From 5 conduct of the Sheep and Cattle Sani upon reasonable notice, or In the way many contradictions and inconsisten- each school. Besides- this county is .
f
tary Boards is a matter of much Im- of giving Intending shippers a right cies can be found in them. . In some one of the smallest in area. Rfa Ar-I j'oecessary advertising Is being done to 245 per cent.
way
&
more
ffthorough
Ia
County
than
portance
for;
the
su
Territory
damages
actually
1
New
to
is said
places the language Is such that
riba
of
Mexico" About
not only to the Mock raisers of action
be nearly 200
the S
f
it can be by the Bureau In whose buc-- 40 per cnt.
(Continued in Extra Sheet.)
but to the Territory at large. I In
trained lawyer interprets It doubting- -
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Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
residence,
Any seat In house at 'Majestic, 10c. FOR SALE:
Nice
Lot
house.
court
half
block
from
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H. Mo
85
by
198
.1awn.
Blue
gra33
feet.
Brayer, Oriental.
59tf
Barn, corral and outhouses. For
S. Toteek and Cy Waugh left last
terms see R. L." Miller at Capitan
night for Carlsbad, Pecos and points
75t6
Hotel.
in Old Mexico on business.
J. C. Kuykendall, who has been
Mrs. J. H. McKinstry returned this
here two weeks and ibought 600 ac

11
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TRY
OUR
PURITY
BRAND

morning from a three days' visit with
her father-in-laat Hagerman.
After the first of February the Pe
cos Valley Steam Laundry will do
nothing but a strictly cash business.
73tl2. .
P. F. Hull returned to his home in
Dexter last night. He was here put
ting in a light at the Smoke House
w

m

m

C. N. Kelly, of Dickenson, N. D.
and E. E. Kelly, of Bellefontaine, O.,
are here visiting Mr. and Mrs. O.
W. White.
Come and get all that Is coming to
you. Shaves 15c; hot towels and neck
shaves free in every union shop in
the city.
70t6

Austin Smith, of Hagerman. was
here yesterday on his way home
from Capitan, where he had been for

iD

0i

ili

two weeks.

0

ili

Ui

Mrs. E. W. Mitchell went to Hagerman last night to spend two or
three days with her sister, Mrs. A.
R. Teeple.
Hans Olson returned to his home
in Artesia last night, after spending
a week here with his brother, A. E.
Olson, the, baker.
Physical Culture and Elocution,
class and private lessons, by Gertrude MacLeod, late of the Emerson
.

U

(ti

ili

Jaffa, Prager
U

Company

ili
ili
ili

Best program yet, Majestic.
Oriental.
See "Smith's Bad Luck," Majestic
tonight.
Old Indian River Rye.

Boellner,
cheaper.

the

Jeweler,

has

It

37t

New Bpring samples. Cleaning and
77t2
pressing. W. P. Wood.
Frank Easton went to Sunnyside
today to look after his restaurant.
Kola Oliver returned this morning
from a trip south for the Joyce-Pruit

Company.

College, Boston, Mass.
74tf
Dr. Charles Thomas came up from
Artesia this morning to join Mrs
Thomas in a visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Denning.

Mrs. Ethel Butler, matron cf Spring
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
River Sanitarium, and Miss Nettie
Go to the Majestic tonight, 10c.
Coleman, trained nurse, returned last
night
from an outing at Elida.
sunny
for
room
Large
FOR RENT:
Mrs. George Meisner and little son
two. Also board, 'phone 149, 719 N
77tf
left this morning for a six weeks' visMain St.
Attend the Passion Play at the it at Chicago and Springfield, 111.,
Christian church tonight. New and Elkhart, Ind., and Jackson, Mich.
75tf
comDlete film.
Misses Richeson and Wilson
and
Dr.
Otley
pic
Tom
and
a
held
Cazort
If you buy right you can always nic on North Spring
yesterday.
river
estate
from
Buy
profit.
real
a
sell for
They caught a nice string of fish.
Carlton & BelL
160 acre farm, finely improved, lo
Mrs. J. A. Manning went to Carls
in central Oklahoma, to trade
cated
days
a
few
spend
to
night
bad last
for property in or near Roswell
with her husfband.
What have you got? Carlton & Bell,
H. I. Nowlan returned this - morn opposite postoffice.
ing from a four days trip to LakeAir. ana Mrs. u. H. Eldred,
who
wood and Carlsbad.
have
been
for
visiting
a
here
week
on
morning
R. M. Tigner left this
their brother-in-law- ,
J. H. Charless
a two weeks' visit at his old home left this morning for Hagerman.
Their
DesMoines, Iowa.
in

res of land between Artesia and
Lake Arthur, has prepared to set out
80 acres of it in orchard. He left
this morning for his home in Leonard, Texas.
2--

BEST FOR THE COUdH.

-

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

r

guarantee it to

our

1-- 9

Secret
i

(Q)jf (D)ojr

&ycccs

Is our untiring efforts to please.

Every

possi-

ble effort has been made by us to win your

.

Manager

Floor Coverings

and 8jl5 p. m.

ii

i

To-Nig- ht

Overture.
Jewel Robbers.
Trouser History.
Gallery Mix-uSong

-- Wait

--

sis-- ei

Roll of

Till the Sun Shines

ii

Nellie."
Overture.
No Wedding Bells For Him. Feature
Song "I Can Never Forget You

i)

Dearie."
9- -

Theie are plenty of men in Roswell who have
gotten rich on real estate, and it is the easiest and only safe way to make money. Just
for example, consider that 240 acre block of
close in, tilled Hondo Land I have for immediate sale. It will double in value in a few
months, as soon as the water is turned on.
It is the best thing I have ever offered, and
while it is a cash proposition, I can arrange
terms if you would like it that way.

A. O.
PHONE 375- -

10.

ROSWELL, N. M.

Smith Bad Luck.
Exit March.

Feature.

S

ADMISSION

lOcts.

(!

No Reserved Seats

Mattings

Complete Change of
Program

MONDAYS

A Fine line from 15c per

&

THURSDAYS

nillice

ROOn 8 TEXAS BLOCK,

lJ

patronage. Everything in our store is attrac- S
tively priced and we handle nothing but reliable furniture. We are pace makers for except
ional values. Our prices cannot fail to interest
prudent purchasers.

Program
For

j How To Make
Money

0

TT(he

TWO SHOWS DAILY

7j15

doctor's

first class.

THEATRE
F. C. NELMS,

3

stand

Majestic

DANIEL'S DIAMOND COUGH SYRUP

take with a job of plumbing? Ninety per
cent of the fever is caused by unsanitary
plumbing, and faulty drains.
If yours is in
this condition, better have it overhauled before
weather

home is in Alva, O. T.

BEST FOR THE HANDS.

ever stop to consider the risk you

If sold within the next 30 days I
will take $6,000 for my 16
acre
orchard known as the Crawford orchard, situated about one mile northeast from the court house in Roswell.
This property is well worth $500 per
acre, and may soon be worth more.
E. L. WILDY,
Los Angeles, Calif.
206 Grant BIdg.
(smwt6
We
bill.
and avoid a
warm
Ed N. Kaiser, of Anadarko, O. T.,
and E. H. Cochran, of Binger, O. T.,
be
work, and
behind
came in yesterday on the auto from
Torrance. They have been over In
the Estancia valley where they secured land, and are now looking
about Roswell with prospectors eyes.
Mr. Kaiser is an old friend of Percy
Evans, the Daily Record's industrious
and efficient local editor.
Mrs. R. P. Barnett and children
left this morning for a two months'
visit at Mrs. Barnett's old home at
Oakridge, La., where they will be
joined later by Mr. Barnett, who
leaves tonight with Herbert Fitzgerald and W. M. Byrd, of Portales, for
Old Mexico to investigate a big ranchsons from said estate should be preing proposition.
The gentlemen ex- NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
ADMINISTRATOR.
OF
sented to the undersigned and all perpect to be gone on their Mexico trip
unsons knowing themselves to be vndlit.
days.
given
ten
hereby
Notice
is
about
that the
o
dersigned was, on the 7th day of Jan- ed to said estate will please pay the
Old Indian River Rye. Cr'.ental.
uary, 1907, appointed by the Probate same to,
ROBERT J. McCLENNY,
Don't fail to see our list of bar Court of Chaves county. New Mexico,
annexed,
will
administrator,
the
Administrator.
with
&
spins in this issue. Carlton
Bell.
Dated Roswell, New Mexico, Januof the estate of Mary E. McClenny,
to
t4
Wed.
deceased. All claims due any per ary 8, 1907.
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.

Curg Johnson and James Suther
The Passion Play at the Christian
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms
church this week is better than ever land went to the former's sheep Long time loans, Interest payable
ansreen here.
75tf camp at Elkins today.
nually witn privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agent, 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.

DANIEL'S EDELWEISS CREAM

Did you

S

For the
U

I

Matinees Mon. and
Sat. 3 p. m.

extra fine line of patterns at the lowest
market prices.
A

8

few close outs in Iron Beds. Don't fail to
Yours For Business,
get one.
A

U

Children

TWO

yard and up.

Linoleums

I,

ley

on
LFdiiriiDD

rare Coil

